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By Sue Sinclair

BRICK BOOKS, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Lyric poems
built with consummate skill by a poet at the peak of her powers. Heaven s Thieves is a collection
engaged with the big questions--What are bodies for? What does it mean to be alive? What is beauty
and why does it have such power over us? What is the point of art?--and the urgent ones--how to
live in a shattered ecology, what to do about grief, illness, betrayal. Sinclair turns her attention to
these questions with fearless curiosity, economy, and an originality born of her willingness to pursue
her own line of inquiry to its limit. These poems get close and cut deep, mixing subject and object,
surface and soul: Red mud glistens / like cut fruit--or like the knife / that did the cutting, laid down.
In this, her fifth collection, Sinclair knows that nature is both done to death and inexhaustible ; that
art is an elegy for experience, but even so, .to die is not to wash through the body of a deer like a
ghost; it isn t to skulk under a living skin. It s a change in the value of...
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An incredibly awesome ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom You may like how the article writer compose
this ebook.
-- Mr . Cha dd B a shir ia n V-- Mr . Cha dd B a shir ia n V

It is straightforward in read through safer to recognize. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD
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